
Brown Eyed Girl – Van Morrison 
 
Key of G Major 
 
 
Chord: 
  G: C: D: D7: Em:      Scale to jam over: I put it in that octave because the open riff 
E-1--0--2--2---0-    E---------8-10-12-14-15-    is in this < octave so that’s important. 
B-0--1--3--1---0-    B-8-10-12--------------- 
G-0--0--2--2---0-    G----------------------- 
D-0--2--0--0---2-    D----------------------- 
A-2--3--0--0---2-    A----------------------- 
E-3--0--0--x---0-    E----------------------- 
 
And the moment you all have been waiting for the opening riff 
 
E:-7--8--10--8---7----12--13--15--13--12-------------------------- There that wasn’t so 
B:-8--10-12--10--8----13--15--17--15--13------7-8-10-------------- hard. So play that 
G:------------------------------------------7--------------------- twice and I'll explain 
D:------------------------------------------7--------------------- the verse and chorus. 
A:---------------------------------------------------------------- 
E:---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
                     --Verse-- 
Ok. The chorus isn’t that hard. We're going to play the Chords G C G D in that order for 
this part of the chorus: 
 
G           C       G        D 
  Hey, where did we go days when the rain came         If you don’t think the chords are 
G              C    G            D                     in sync with the words... you may 
Down in  the hollow playing a new game                 be rite but i have better things 
G                 C                                    to worry about so just listen to 
Laughing, and a running, hey, hey                      the song and you'll feel the rite 
G               D         G                C           way. FOR MUSIC'S SAKE!!!!!! 
   Skipping and a jumping in the misty morning fog, 
G          D            C     D            G    Em          There's an Em!!!! A:2 D:2 
 with our hearts a thumpin' and you, my brown eyed girl      the rest are open. 
C         D            G 
 You, my   brown eyed girl 
 
Whatever happened to Tuesday and so slow               OK here’s the rest of the verse. 
Going down to the old mine 
With a transistor radio 
Standing in the sunlight laughing 
Hiding behind a rainbow's wall 
Slipping and a sliding 
All along the waterfall 
With you, my brown eyed girl 
You, my brown eyed girl 
                             ---Chorus--- (sha la la) 
 
D7 
Do you remember when we used to sing 
 G         C       G      D7 
Sha la la la la la la la te da Just like that 
 G         C       G      D7         G 
Sha la la la la la la la te da la te da 
 
 
 
There's another verse and another chorus and he plays a few licks in there at the end of a 
line but it's all in the G major scale so you should be able to figure it out. 
 


